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Whatever the future holds– 

                                love it



Every day at the Academy, you channel your passion and talent in studio 
classes as well as academics. You work with dedicated mentors. Collaborate 
with fellow artists and exchange perspectives. Study calculus, anatomy, and 
literature–in classes especially designed for creative minds–with as much 
rigor as your art. In short, you get into the habit of doing what you love. 

Scholar. Artist. At the Academy, you’re always both. And that means you 
find you’re not just pursuing the dream that brought you here–you’ve 
developed the confidence, discipline, and agility to pursue any dream for life. 

Could you be a scholar-artist?
Find out by going to futureinthearts.org

At the Academy, 
art isn’t just after school.

It is school. 



Whatever the future holds– 

                                 relate
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At the Academy, you learn not only how to work together to get 
a job done–you learn how to work together to make something beautiful. 
You contribute your talents and insights, relying and riffing on 
the talents and insights of your collaborators. You take and share 
the stage. You contribute to the discussion, and listen, too. 

Scholar. Artist. At the Academy, you’re always both. And that means 
you develop the intelligence, sensibility, and confidence to create 
amazing work with other people every day. 

Could you be a scholar-artist?
Find out by going to futureinthearts.org

Classmates. 
Collaborators.

You’re 
always both.  



Whatever the future holds– 

experiment
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Experiment with realism, surrealism, street art. Present a new viewpoint 
and see how it holds up in discussion. Adapt the traditional narrative arc. 
Test out your hypothesis, and make a new one. Improvise. At the Academy 
you try new things every day. And you find that experimentation within 
your discipline deepens the way you think, whether in arts or academics. 

Scholar. Artist. At the Academy, you’re always both. And that means 
you develop openness and curiosity: the hallmark not only of good artists, 
but of great thinkers. 

Could you be a scholar-artist?
Find out by going to futureinthearts.org

Try a new angle.



Whatever the future holds– 

focus
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These dynamic qualities have always fueled human achievements, 
but only when paired with disciplined work. Combine talent with focus 
and perseverance, and you’ve got the formula for fulfilling any dream. 
At the Academy, under the direction of expert teachers and mentors, 
you practice maintaining a singular focus on the task at hand–be it 
writing a scene or writing an essay, perfecting a piece of choreography 
or perfecting your French pronunciation. 

Scholar. Artist. At the Academy, you’re always both. And that means 
you develop the discipline and presence of mind to bring an idea 
into reality–no matter what the form.  

Could you be a scholar-artist?
Find out by going to futureinthearts.org

Passion. 
Talent. 
Energy.
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Whatever the future holds– 

                     be daring



At the Academy, you take artistic and academic risks every day. And you 
take on tough problems–then tougher ones, risking wrong answers in 
the search of right ones.In each subject and every discipline, Academy 
students practice the art of daring. You expand your abilities as an artist 
and as a thinker with your failures and successes. 

Scholar. Artist. At the Academy, you’re always both. And that means 
you develop poise, courage, and the confidence to take on whatever 
you choose next.   

Could you be a scholar-artist?
Find out by going to futureinthearts.org

Art takes courage. 
So does math.
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Whatever the future holds– 

                master the 
          essentials 



At the Academy, we practice. We practice the scales, the steps, 
the traditional narrative arc. We practice critical analysis, solid Spanish 
grammar, the scientific method. Here, we make sure you get a classical 
foundation in academics and the art form of your choice. That’s because 
through the immersion and study of essential technique, you not only find 
your own voice: you get the tools to express exactly what you want to say.

Scholar. Artist. At the Academy, you’re always both. And that means 
you build the strong intellectual and artistic foundation that will 
serve you for life. 

Could you be a scholar-artist?
Find out by going to futureinthearts.org

Creating a dazzling 
work of art  
takes years of 
un-dazzling practice.


